Tamper-Proof Case

Items

Left piece  Right piece  Allen wrench

Compatible Models

DR650S-1CH, DR650S-2CH,
DR650S-2CH IR, DR650S-2CH TRUCK,
DR550GW-1CH, DR550GW-2CH,
DR650GW-1CH, DR650GW-2CH
Installation

1. Install a compatible BlackVue dashcam model.

2. Slide the **left piece** over the left end of the dashcam and position it around the mounting bracket.
3. Align the **right piece** with the mounting bracket and slide it onto the right end of the dashcam.
   - The right piece is printed with the BlackVue logo.

4. Push the two pieces together and use the Allen wrench to tighten the two screws.
Case type

- **BTC-1A**: Regular type suitable for sedans, SUVs, sports cars, etc. (windshield angle of 20°–60° with the horizontal)

- **BTC-1B**: Vertical windshield type suitable for trucks, buses, vans, etc. (windshield angle of 60°–90° with the horizontal)